
I am opposed to this bill because it violates the Oregon constitution and the US constitution. A vote in 
favor of this bill is a vote usurping freedom held by the people of the state that no legislative power has 
the authority to remove.  
Eric Schaafsma  
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HR 50 poised many questions concerning the Oregon legislations view of the people by its willingness to 
strip the rights that are inalienably provided by mankind’s creator.  HR50 violates the first amendment 
of the us constitution.   Under what authority does the legislature claim it has a right to take this action? 
Eric Schaafsma  
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HR 50 poised many questions concerning the Oregon legislations view of the people by its willingness to 
strip the rights that are inalienably provided by mankind’s creator.  HR50 violates the second 
amendment of the US constitution and the Oregon constitution. Under what authority does the 
legislature claim it has a right to take this action? 
Eric Schaafsma  
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HR 50 poised many questions concerning the Oregon legislations view of the people by its willingness to 
strip the rights that are inalienably provided by mankind’s creator.  HR50 violates the fourth amendment 
of the us constitution.   The state has no right to unreasonably search and seize property.  Under what 
authority does the legislature claim it has a right to take this action? 
Eric Schaafsma  
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HR 50 poised many questions concerning the Oregon legislations view of the people by its willingness to 
strip the rights that are inalienably provided by mankind’s creator.  HR50 violates the fifth and sixth 
amendment of the US constitution.   Under what authority does the legislature claim it has a right to 
take this action in violation of established law, statues and constitution? 
Eric Schaafsma  
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SB 978 poised many questions concerning the Oregon legislations view of the people by its willingness 
to strip the rights that are inalienably provided by mankind’s creator.  HR50 violates the fifth and sixth 
amendment of the US constitution.   Under what authority does the legislature claim it has a right to 
take this action in violation of established law, statues and constitution? 
Eric Schaafsma  
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SB 978 poised many questions concerning the Oregon legislations view of the people by its willingness 
to strip the rights that are inalienably provided by mankind’s creator.  HR50 violates the fourth 
amendment of the us constitution.   The state has no right to unreasonably search and seize property.  
Under what authority does the legislature claim it has a right to take this action? 
Eric Schaafsma  
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Sb978 poised many questions concerning the Oregon legislations view of the people by its willingness to 
strip the rights that are inalienably provided by mankind’s creator.  HR50 violates the second 
amendment of the US constitution and the Oregon constitution. Under what authority does the 
legislature claim it has a right to take this action? 
Eric Schaafsma  
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SB 978 poises many questions concerning the Oregon legislations view of the people by its willingness to 
strip the rights that are inalienably provided by mankind’s creator.  HR50 violates the first amendment 
of the us constitution.   Under what authority does the legislature claim it has a right to take this action? 
Eric Schaafsma  
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I am opposed to SB 978 because it violates the Oregon constitution and the US constitution. A vote in 
favor of this bill is a vote usurping freedom held by the people of the state that no legislative power has 
the authority to remove.  
Eric Schaafsma  
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